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DENON PROFESSIONAL INTRODUCES DN-304S POWERED  
SPEAKER SYSTEM 

	  
Trim powered speaker delivers professional-quality sound to business, educational and multi-

media production settings 
	  
Fort Lauderdale FL, USA (January xx, 2015)— Denon Professional (www.denonpro.com/), today 
announced the introduction of their compact high-performance powered speaker system, the DN-
304S. Offering impressive wide-range, high-output sound from a trim, space-saving design, the DN-
304S gives demanding users in business, education and media production a powered speaker 
system with acoustic performance that definitively exceeds what is available from similar-looking 
consumer models. 
 
The DN-304S system is comprised of two matched cabinets. Each cabinet contains a long-excursion 
4-inch polypropylene-coated woofer and a 1-inch ferrofluid-cooled tweeter. The tweeter is mounted in 
a proprietary waveguide that controls its dispersion, ensuring optimum listening-area sound coverage, 
free from the random “splatter” of too-wide dispersion designs or the restricted “flashlight beaming” 
coverage of too-narrow dispersion designs. 
 
The Left speaker contains the system’s stereo amplifier, rated at 20 dynamic watts per channel. The 
amplifier utilizes class A/B architecture. Class A/B amplifiers have superior clipping headroom and 
overload characteristics compared to the Class D amplifiers that are commonly used in powered 
speakers, and this is a major contributing factor to the outstanding sound quality of the DN-304S. 
 
In addition, the cabinets are made of Medium Density Fiberboard (MDF), a dense, acoustically-inert 
material that prevents the cabinet vibrations that would otherwise diminish the system’s clarity. This is 
a huge advantage over similar-looking consumer speakers, most of which use thin, vibration-prone 
molded plastic housings. 
 
Ease of use and flexible connectivity were also major considerations in the DN-304S’s design. 
Conveniently located on the Left speaker’s front panel is the system’s volume control an Auxiliary 
input jack for connecting other devices and a Headphone output for private listening. 
 
“With its top-grade driver elements, Class A/B amplification, and resonant-free MDF cabinets, the DN-
304S delivers a level of acoustic performance that is perfect for business conferences, educational 
settings, retail kiosk presentations/demonstrations and media production monitoring,” said Costa 
Lakoumentas, Senior VP at Denon Professional. “These professionals require performance far 
beyond what they can get from a conventional consumer speaker. The DN-304S was made for them.” 
 
DN-304S features: 
 
• 4" polypropylene-coated woofer for tight, accurate bass 
• 1" ferrofluid-cooled silk cone tweeter for detailed, intelligible high frequencies 
• Tweeter mounted in proprietary wave guide for optimum sound coverage 



• 20-watt-per-channel amplifier with Class A/B architecture 
• Back-panel 1/4" TRS balanced and RCA unbalanced inputs 
• Front-panel 1/8" stereo auxiliary input  
• Front-panel 1/8" headphone jack 
• Front-panel volume control 
• Rear-ported bass reflex design for deep, extended low frequency response 
 
The Denon DN-304S will be available in the Spring of 2015 at Denon Professional dealers in the US, 
at an MSRP of $150/pr. 

### 

About Denon Professional 
Delivering premium solutions for the distribution, capture, and management of multimedia signal 
sources, Denon Professional is trusted by the most demanding users and system integrators around 
the world for their uniquely-engineered quality products and innovative approach. For more 
information visit www.denonpro.com 

 


